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You are a ghost, a specter literally outside history: declared missing,
presumed dead on 15 March 1945, before Japan surrendered
Taiwan to the Republic of China, you have ceased existing until
now. Outside whose history, you ask, since you have been alive and
awake all this time. It is 8 January 1975; you step off the plane
onto the tarmac of Taipei Songshan Airport, this land of your
birth yet a nation unfamiliar to you. They call you by a name you
have not heard before, Lee Guang-Hui, which you simply add to
your existing names in the languages you speak, Nakamura Teruo
in Japanese and Attun Palalin in your indigenous Ami language.
An image of a man in his mid-fifties moving into a sea of
photographers and journalists recording the moment of his return
after thirty years. You face this startled figure with your colleagues
from press and television, jostling for a view with politicians and
members of the public, and you have to admit he looks good in

his suit. This much you have come to know about him: Attun
Palalin left Taiwan in April 1944, having been conscripted into
the Imperial Japanese Army the year before. He was part of the
Takasago Volunteers, a euphemistically-coined special force made
up of indigenous Taiwanese valued for their tracking and survival
skills in the jungle.
Arriving on the Indonesian island of Morotai only months before it
is overwhelmed by Allied troops, you are ordered by your Japanese
commanders to retreat into the jungle and carry on guerrilla
warfare. In your hideout, you miss the Japanese surrender and drift
in and out of groups of stragglers until the early 1950s, when you
disappear in fear for your life, eventually settling in a remote spot
in the mountains to survive.

You are returning after a prolonged absence, unsure of what awaits
you in society. The first thing you do is have a smoke and watch
television: A show called “All Our Yesterdays” about a planet
facing extinction from the impending explosion of its sun. When
space travelers land on the planet’s surface to help, they land in
some sort of library, and the only person left on the planet is a
librarian called Atoz. How fitting, you think: the sole survivor of
an extinct civilization, a librarian. Atoz explains how the people
of this planet had developed time travel and, in the face of their
planet’s impending annihilation, they opted to all escape into their
distant past, choosing to move amongst their ghosts in order to
avoid their own fate. Time is a crowded place.
To the many journalists interviewing you after your return, you
describe how your survival in the jungle was due to skills you had
learned as a child in your village, skills passed down generations in

your Ami tribe, skills of survival, of living with and from the land.
The way they look at you, their romantic fantasies of seeing you
travel into the distant past of your own tribe, into a life marked
by hunting and gathering, of growing wild crops, a life in union
with the timeless jungle. No point protesting this fantasy. You had
not used your gun to hunt for fear of being heard. You had used
your steel helmet as a cooking pot and your magnifying glass to
make fire. Are they listening? Within a month of your return, four
books are published, all competing to tell your story, each more
extravagant than the next. You realize then that you are a screen
for their projections.
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The reason for your return, research at the National Palace
Museum, is an alibi for your appearance amongst family and
friends who have not seen you in years. You meet a curator at
the museum to ask about the lack of ruins in traditional Chinese
paintings. A keyword search of their entire collection delivers
only a single painting from the Qing dynasty by the painter Yan
Shengsun. In it, the curator points out an architectural feature halfhidden by boulders, a grand gate along a mountain path. This,
she remarks, must be the ruin mentioned in the accompanying
poem by Wei Yingwu. But the structure is in perfect condition,
and this compels you to read the poem more carefully, wondering
if appearances are blinding you to the ruin in this painting. The
artist Yan Shengsun belonged to a group of literati painters caught
in the transition from the Ming to the Qing dynasty. Finding
themselves out of favor in the new regime, many turned their
backs on civilization and retreated into the mountains to lead a

hermit's life of quiet contemplation. You learn that successive
dynasties would destroy architectural remnants of past regimes in
order to obliterate their public memory—this gate, while clearly
not in a ruinous state, is a structure left over from the previous
Ming dynasty and therefore out of place, and out of time, in this
newly Qing-governed landscape. The symbolic structure becomes
an anticipated ruin, and the sentiment, steeped in the autumnal
glow of a fading era, a nostalgia for a future ruin.

It is 1975 and you are standing in a factory on the outskirts of
Helsinki, Finland, listening to the manager attempting to sell you
their space-age holiday homes for your planned coastal resort in
northern Taiwan. He tries to persuade you to invest in the company
that produces the iconic “Futuro” and “Venturo” chalets, and which
has gone into decline since the oil crisis four years ago. Sensing your
unwillingness, he offers to come work for you in Taiwan instead. You
made your fortune in a range of household wares and chemicals
including toothbrushes, plastic cups, and car and shoe wax, as well
as your bestseller, Tico. Intended as a toothpaste powder, Tico
eventually became a household name, a miracle cure for anything
that needed heavy scrubbing, while teenagers used it on their
troubled skin. You eventually decided to go into the tourism and
leisure industry, which is why you are now standing in this factory.
In four years’ time you will have made your own version of these
houses and sold them in a booming economy.

You are an artist who has returned to Taiwan after drifting around for
several years, most recently on the Spanish island of Ibiza, where you lived
in solitude without electricity. You are finding it difficult to adjust to life
in modern society, so you take a chance when you are offered a holiday
home in a resort on the north coast. The isolation amidst this abandoned
futuristic setting suits you, and you find yourself making work again with
the driftwood you collect. The beach is off-limits at nights, when the
military uses it for practice drills, but you ignore this curfew. The boys in
uniform treat you with fear when they encounter you in a white dress
under the moonlight, thinking you must be a ghost in this deserted resort.
When Japanese journalists ask you about your shelter and life in the
jungle you describe a valley surrounded by cliffs and dense jungle, a
river in which you caught fish, a patch of fenced-in land where you grew
crops like sweet potatoes and bananas, and a small hut of three square
meters. A Japanese newspaper names this valley Nakamura City.

The costume you wear for this film is made from tree bark, based
on an old Ami tradition. The trunk is soaked in water until the
bark comes off as a sleeve, then it is pounded until soft and pliable.
The woman making last minute alterations to it is Lee Mei Hwa Meijian Lafan. She is the niece of Attun Palalin. She tells you that
news of her uncle’s discovery first broke on 26 December 1974,
while she was touring in Japan performing traditional tribal dances.
Soon after your return to Taiwan, you find yourself reliving your life
on Morotai. In an Ami cultural center in the city of Hualien, you
stage a performance for six months, demonstrating the various tools
you made during your years of isolation, including baskets woven
from natural fibers and an abacus. The sign reads “Museum of Lee

Guang-Hui.” You narrate these objects, which you have brought
back from your hideout: they are witness to your tribal skills that
helped you to survive. Condemned to repeat your exile from time.

Tico

You had long been fascinated by individuals like him, the
ones who show society up for the absurdity it is. You worked
for China Television, one of the many photographers and
cameramen at the airport on that day, pushing your way
towards a good view of him. You pursue him, following him
in this new, temporary life of his, until he dies four years later.
Society finally does what the jungle could not. You include
him in a diary you are publishing, something that would be
appreciated by your friends: each week accompanied by a figure
important to you. There is Lee Guang-Hui, sitting in between
the filmmaker Michelangelo Antonioni the week before and the
writer Albert Camus the week after. Cruelly fixing him in time,
counting the days. You set the images to a Bob Dylan line: “One
should never be where one does not belong.” You wonder what

you meant to say, should it not have been “One should never be
when one does not belong”?

There are several television sets in this place you come to for
lunch. You watch a program that has built a bridge across time
and space, across the genres of contemporary soap and period
drama. Time travel remains uncomfortable, you notice. People are
hurled across space, electrified, hit by lighting, thrown about, and
generally fall from great heights. Why is “time” located up there in
the sky somewhere? You imagine what it would be like to emerge
from time travel inside a rock. In the episode you are watching, a
character checks her mobile phone to see the year she has landed
in: 1895. The invention of cinema in Paris and the Japanese
occupation of Taiwan, as film historians conveniently point out, as
if somehow the 50 subsequent years under Japanese rule could be
bracketed cinematically.

Even without changing seasons in his tropical hideout, Nakamura Teruo
knew to measure time: a piece of wood to hold birds' feathers for each
new moon, a piece of string to tie a knot for every year. Time is luck.
As he steps off the airplane, you are watching a ghost come to life
in front of you. Next to you, your son looks at a face resembling
his own. He was a few months old when his father joined the army
and you have no idea how they must feel right now. On the bus you
tell him that you remarried, thinking you had lost him to the war.
He does not take it well, and decides then to return to his sisters.
Since men in Ami society marry into their wives’ family and tribe,
he was now without his tribe. The newspapers cover your personal
drama day by day, between you and your two husbands, like
episodes in a television soap.
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You wait behind the projection screen, hearing the audience enter
the cinema. You are still nervous before each performance, but
the fact that people now come to see you specifically and that your
name, Lu Su-Shang, is written larger than any of the actors’ names
on the film poster outside gives you a sense of responsibility that
you find strangely calming. Whether it is a European, American,
Japanese, or Chinese film, your audience expects you to not
only inhabit and give voice to the on-screen dialogue, but also to
interpret and comment on the film’s plot and cultural setting. You
know that some in your audience will have already seen this movie
narrated by others, so they are coming for your performance more
than for the film itself. Your sense of responsibility is also based on
a feeling that what you are doing is more than entertainment, that
you are making history somehow: it is the 1930s, and you are part

of an early generation of Taiwanese benshis adapting the Japanese
model of the silent film narrator into a distinctly local version.
You are aware of some who manage to slip in comments about
the current situation under Japanese rule, but this is a delicate act
with the presence of Japanese police at each screening. While you
are contracted with a cinema, other benshis travel with a particular
film across the island. There are stories you hear of projectionists
playing tricks on those benshis they dislike by speeding up or
slowing down the film, causing their narration to fall out of sync
with the projected image. By the time you eventually publish
your book thirty years later, the first on the history of Taiwanese
cinema, you will call this figure the bianshi, to reflect its Mandarin
pronunciation and the perseverance of this figure into the 1950s,
long after the withdrawal of the Japanese and the advent of sound.

You think of Atoz again, the lone librarian on a distant planet
presiding over his collection of past recordings, some of which
depict times long before any such recording technology would
have even existed. “What about recent history?” Atoz is asked,
to which he replies: “We have so little on recent history, there
was no demand for it.” So his machine, the Atavachron, must
produce images of the past on demand, to cater for a desire at the
service of the present. Perhaps recordings is just another way of
saying projections. You are curious about his system of archiving
projections of the past, row upon row of drawers marked by
alternating pastel colors instead of words or years.

You find a place where a bianshi continues to ply his trade in an
unassuming Taipei municipal library. Ying-Hsiung Huang drew
on memories of witnessing bianshi performances in his childhood
when he was asked to provide live commentary of films for the
blind. Yet what had started as a cinema for the blind has evolved
into something equally attracting those who can see perfectly the
images he describes. The foreign films he interprets are subtitled,
so it is not a case of simply overcoming the language barrier, just as
the original benshi culture quickly moved beyond merely translating
foreign films. You are becoming a regular at his screenings, every
Saturday at nine in the morning. Today’s film features a man
returning to his village in the mountains after a long absence, his
return causing old tensions to flare up. Even in this darkened space
of projection, you cannot escape yourself.

